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Abstract—We propose a thermal-aware slack distribution tech-

nique for real-time systems based on variable-voltage processors.

Our proposed technique considers tasks steady-state temperature

as a primary parameter in distributing available slacks to the

tasks. By exploiting the thermal characteristics of real-time

tasks, the proposed technique assigns more slacks to hot tasks

than cold tasks, thus enabling more efficient peak temperature

control. Experimental results show that the proposed technique

can reduce the peak temperature by up to 7
◦
C.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the power density of modern microprocessors increases
exponentially, temperature has become a major concern in
designing high-performance systems. In order to safely control
the operating temperature, diverse power/thermal management
techniques have been proposed. Since most power/thermal
management techniques throttle performance to lower the
temperature, efficient thermal control should aim at mitigating
inevitable performance loss. Especially in real-time systems,
such performance loss could violate the deadlines of real-
time tasks. Therefore, the thermal-aware real-time scheduling
should not only minimize the peak temperature to ensure
thermal safety but also meet the timing requirements. In this
paper, we focus on the slack distribution policy for thermal-
aware DVFS real-time scheduling.

II. THERMAL-AWARE SLACK DISTRIBUTION TECHNIQUE

Our thermal-aware slack distribution technique consists of
two steps. At the off-line step, the input tasks are categorized
into ’hot’ and ’cold’ types. During the on-line step, whenever
slack times are available, our slack distribution policy assigns
appropriate slack time to the next activated task.

Given an input task set, a task classification policy de-
termines whether the input tasks are classified into ’hot’ or
’cold’ types. We define T = {τ1, τ2, ..., τn} as the set of
n periodic real-time tasks, where a task τi is characterized
by {pi, di, aceti, wceti, sti}. For classifying tasks, we use the
threshold temperature Tθ, which is an average steady-state
temperature of the input tasks (i.e.,

�n
i=1 sti). A real-time

task is categorized into ’hot’ if its steady-state temperature sti
exceeds Tθ. Otherwise, the task is classified into ’cold’.

In a slack distribution policy, the goal is to determine appro-
priate slack time to the next activated task. The basic idea is to
assign more slack time to the next activated hot task. However,
simply allocating all slack times to the next hot task would not
be the best policy because other following hot tasks may lose
a chance to use some of the estimated slack time. To rectify
this problem, we introduce the speed bound ratio of the next
activated task τi, which bounds the actual operating frequency
of τi into [lbi, ubi]. Note that hot tasks have lower speed
bound ratios than cold tasks. Thus, more available slack time
can be assigned to hot tasks, while hot tasks do not exhaust
all the slack times due to their upper speed bound ratios.
Once the range of the speed bound ratio is calculated, the
range of available slack time for τi can also be determined as
[min(wceti/ubi − wceti, esi),min(wceti/lbi − wceti, esi)],
where esi is the estimated slack time. To choose the actual
slack time of the next activated task τA, we consider the
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next activated task τB which will be executed right after τA.
When τA is cold, τA runs at the maximum operating frequency
regardless of the type of τB , because τA is thermally safe. If
τA is hot, however, the actual slack time of τB depends on
whether τB is hot or cold. If τB is cold, τA is assigned the
maximum available slack time, since the temperature increase
by τA will be quickly lowered during the execution of τB .
If both τA and τB are hot, the actual slack time for τA is
determined to reduce the peak temperature after the execution
of τA and τB . For temperature estimation after the execution
of τA and τB , we use a thermal model proposed in [2].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
For evaluation, we choose the following energy-aware

DVFS algorithms [1] based on the EDF scheduling policy:
lpSEH, DRA, laEDF. Fig. 1 shows the experimental results.
TA achieves the peak temperature reduction of lpSEH and
DRA as much as 6◦C (TA-lpSEH) and 7◦C (TA-DRA),
respectively. The reason is that both lpSEH and DRA employ
aggressive slack estimation techniques which enable TA to
apply more effective thermal control.

IV. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a thermal-aware slack distribution tech-

nique for real-time systems. Experimental results show that
the proposed technique can reduce the peak temperature by
up to 7◦C.
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